Abstract. VANET has the characteristics of high-speed node movement, frequent link switching, etc., which may result in low system throughput, poor reliability, and delay during data distribution among nodes of VANET. Several data distribution methods have been proposed in the literature to improve the efficiency of distribution of data, which are divided into 3 categories in this paper based on whether or not to access Roadside Units and use assisted vehicles. Then we summarize the main mechanisms of those distribution methods and differences in distribution performance. Finally, the outlook for future work is given.
Introduction
Vehicle Ad-hoc Network (VANET) is an application of traditional mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) in the field of road traffic [1] , which is a distributed, dynamically changing self-organizing communication network that builds network nodes on the vehicles and roadside units (RSUs) [2] . VANET is widely used in ensuring driving safety, improving driving efficiency, passenger entertainment, etc. [3] , and is one of the hot topics in the field of current transportation networks. With the development of VANET, vehicles have the ability of communication and information processing, achieving a rational allocation of road resources through the distributed coordination and synchronization [4] , promoting the development of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). The success rate of data transmission is the primary goal of the VANET data distribution. Second, the bandwidth of VANET is limited and the transmission cost should be reduced as much as possible [3] . Finally, VANET requires high real-time performance and minimal transmission delay. How to achieve the maximum total transmission volume, minimum transmission delay and cost is the most important issue in VANET data distribution, and it is also the focus of this study.
This article introduces the research of data distribution mechanism proposed in VANET. Rest of the paper includes four sections: Section 2 introduces an overview of data distribution in VANET. Section 3 describes the classification of data distribution mechanisms based on whether or not to use RSUs and assisted vehicles. Section 4 introduces some issues and challenges. Section 5 concludes.
Overview of VANET Data Distribution

VANET Data Distribution
VANET communication can be divided into two categories: vehicle-to-vehicle communication (V2V), vehicles can communicate directly with each other; vehicle-to-infrastructure communication (V2I), vehicles can communicate with the RSUs [5] . V2V and V2I are widely used in the data distribution mechanism of VANET, and vehicles or RSUs are used as relay to forward data.
Problems with VANET Data Distribution
Data distribution is the basic function of most VANET applications. VANET has the characteristics of high-speed node movement, intermittent network connectivity, etc. [6] . At the same time, buildings and vehicles in the city will also aggravate the instability of VANET wireless communication channel quality and the unreliability of data distribution [7] .
For the above problems, scholars propose to use vehicles to distribute data. This method requires frequent data transfer between high-speed moving vehicles, which has a high transmission cost [8] . In addition, different degrees of transmission delay and even data loss will generate based on V2V, and affect VANET transmission effect [9] . Another solution is to deploy RSUs to assist in distribution, which can maintain data in the target area and continue to provide information for the vehicle. However, large-scale deployment of RSUs requires a lot of cost, and static RSUs are difficult to adapt to the changing traffic conditions [10] . At present, a reliable data distribution mechanism that can adapt to different traffic density are still one of the important challenges in VANET.
Data Distribution Technology in VANET Data Distribution Based on RSUs
In order to solve the problem of data distribution in VANET, it is necessary to take assisted vehicles or RSUs as "transit stations". There is very little research on how to effectively use RSU to assist vehicles in data downloads in the existing data distribution mechanisms [11] . Smita et al. [12] summarized the VANET data scheduling algorithm and classified it based on the parameter types used in data item propagation. In order to overcome the increasing of network cost through communication between vehicles and roads, a new idea of vehicle-to-cloud communication was proposed to improve data scheduling efficiency. For the instability of network in VANET, Wang Shujuan et al. [11] proposed a RSU multicast retransmission algorithm IDNC based on network coding. After the first stage of multicasting, the optimal network coding combination was solved and multicast coding package constructed by this combination to improve data distribution efficiency.
Data Distribution Based on Assistance Vehicles
An important step in assisting vehicle data distribution is to choose the optimal relay vehicle. Based on the position provided by the GPS, the future position and the mobility characteristics of the vehicle can be derived [13] . Wu et al. [14] used a multi-level Markov chain to predict the next position of the vehicle and select assisted vehicles based on the vehicles' existing trajectory. Seh et al. [15] made a vehicle selection decision by predicting the vehicle trajectory based on the road topology. Trullols et al. [16] predicted the route of the vehicle based on the historical track of the vehicle and selected vehicles with high probability of meeting as assisted vehicles. Liu Jianhang et al. [17] proposed an approximate globally optimal assisted download strategy DSMov, using a two-dimensional matrix to define blind space-time resources and vehicle selection behavior. The current blind space space-time status is , behavioral space , behavior make the system state from the current transfer to the next state , Get the global optimal solution (1) (1) Due to the high-speed node movement and the overlap of transmission collision fields, data cannot be completely transmitted. Bi Jingping et al. [18] proposed an assisted download compensation model, which was divided into USP, SUP, CAP, and MTBP according to different encounter types. Once a car was selected, another car was selected again to backup the data to compensate for the loss of some data transmission failures, the speed of the first two models' vehicle need to meet (2) (3) (2) (3) Liu Jianhang et al. [19] proposed a method of assisted downloading based on dynamic time slots. According to the communication time between the target vehicle and the assisted vehicle, the DA between neighboring APs was divided into time slots of different sizes, which effectively improves DA utilization and download throughput. Xu Peng et al. [20] use the characteristics of low relative speed and stable connection of vehicles with the same direction to achieve data transmission through the vehicle that can catch up with the target vehicle in the DA. Wei Zhenchun et al. [21] proposed a method of assisting downloading based on a target set of vehicles. Vehicles with the same direction were used to form the target set. The vehicle with the largest S value in the jump zone should be selected, and:
. are the influence factors, and . is the relative speed of the car and the target car, is the communication bandwidth of the car and its neighboring nodes. In view of the large number of parked vehicles along the road, Zhao Hui et al. [6] proposed a distribution strategy PADD based on parking vehicles. The transmission delay matrices between different clusters were generated according to the connected cluster graphs of parking clusters and roads, and then obtain the minimum generation tree of the transmission routes.
Data Distribution Based on RSUs and Assistance Vehicles
MobTorrent et al. [22] use a local optimal strategy. The AP selects the vehicle that can provide the maximum download amount within the communication range as the assisted vehicle, but may cause problems such as waste of space-time resources in DA. In order to solve the problem of communication dark area between APs, Xie et al. [23] proposed a gap-free assisted download method NICDM. The uncompleted download task of the target vehicle was decomposed based on the vehicle speed, DA distance, etc., and the two nearest APs in the driving direction were asked to assist in downloading. Improves quality of service (QoS) and throughput. Faced with the real-time transmission of large amounts of data, Feng Cheng et al. [24] considered an 802.11p-based multi-channel data transmission and constructed an optimized aggregation routing tree with a number of channel constraints. Data was aggregated to the roadside APs under the premise of avoiding intra-tree collisions to reduce the data transmission volume, and gives the DAC-WMMN dynamic programming algorithm to achieve optimal transmission planning. Zhang Lifeng et al. [9] proposed connectivity-aware data distribution mechanism CARD, deployed RSUs at major intersections, established a Markov model based on the queue length changes of vehicles at intersections, estimated the real-time changes in network connectivity between vehicles. The queue length of the vehicles at intersection at arbitrary time t can be expressed as random variables as (4) (4) After the data reaches the RSU at junction i, the node uses the Dijkstra algorithm based on priority queue to calculate the shortest delay path according to the delay of each road segment of current intersection i to the destination , and the shortest delay:
, is used to adjust the weights of delay of each section , l is the search depth from i to destination of Dijkstra algorithm, the value of parameters : . According to the proposed classification method, the classification of VANET data distribution methods is shown in Figure 1 . 
Problems and Challenges
The application of VANET puts different requirements on data distribution technology. The diversity of requirements leads to the diversity of challenges [25] . The main challenges include:
(1) High reliability. Anomalies in information interaction threaten the safe and orderly driving of vehicles. The relevant mechanisms and algorithms must have high reliability [26] .
(2) Scalability. High-density traffic may lead to broadcast storms in VANET, and data distribution mechanisms should be easily scalable to handle complex and variable traffic conditions.
(3) Data security. Cooperative driving and data sharing between vehicles, providing trustworthy applications and introducing trust are important security issues in VANET [27] .
(4) Quality of service characterization. Different users request different downloading requirements. Different QoS requirements require different strategies.
(5) Effective cooperation of vehicle nodes. In reality, some nodes may show selfish behavior or the actual situation of the vehicle cannot complete the connection, and an effective rewards and penalties system and a credit mechanism must be established [28] .
Conclusion
This article discusses various data distribution mechanisms in VANET and summarizes many types of data forwarding modes of vehicle-vehicle and vehicle-road. The data distribution mechanism is classified based on whether or not to access RSUs and use assisted vehicles. Consider the impact of the use of assisted vehicles and RSUs on distribution performance, and measure the performance of data distribution with reliability, real-time performance, and the network cost. There are still some key issues in data distribution on VANET that have not been resolved. The focus of research in the coming period includes: (1) Highly reliable, highly scalable data distribution and collection schemes; (2) Proposed effective distributed coordination mechanism for VANETs and traffic control.
